
 



Activity 1 

Personality Adjectives 

The words in the box are all personality traits. Check the meaning of each word with a 

partner. If you are both unsure, use a dictionary or ask the teacher to explain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decide if each word is positive, negative or neutral and add them to the table below. 

Compare your ideas with a partner. Are they the same? Discuss any differences.  

 

Positive Neutral 
 

Negative 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

passionate      impulsive      competitive      trustworthy      patient      stubborn 

generous      committed      intelligent      warm       courageous      adventurous      

kind      organized      hard-working      caring      stressed independent      unique      

temperamental      jealous      sensitive       trusting loving      dull      intense      

intimidating      optimistic 



Activity 2 

Sleeping Habits 

A. All the words and expressions in the box below can be used to talk about sleep. What do 

you think they mean? Match them with the areas of meaning in the table. Use a 

dictionary to help you if you need to.   

 

 

 

 
a siesta                                              a doze                                doze off                 toss and turn  
 
get your beauty sleep                snore                           sleepwalk                  a lie down  
 
sleep like a log                         insomnia                      dream                              a nap  
 
get some shut-eye                     not sleep a wink              have a kip                       nod off  
 
drop off                             have a nightmare        forty winks             a  snooze 
 
have a good night’s sleep      hibernate                        go out like a light  
  

 

sleep 
expressions 

a short sleep fall asleep things you do 
when you’re 

asleep 

problems 
sleeping 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

 



Sleep Words and Expressions 

B. Here are some words and expressions connected with sleep. Match the numbers 1–15 

with the definitions a–o. Again, use a dictionary to help you if you need to. 

 

 

1. sleeping car 

2. sleeping pill 

3. sleeping partner 

4. sleeping bag 

5. sleepy-head 

6. sleepy hollow 

7. sleep rough 

8. sleeper 

9. sleeping policeman 

10. put to sleep 

11. sleep it off 

12. sleep in 

13. sleep on it 

14. sleep with 

15. lose sleep over it 

a. kill an animal to stop it suffering 

b. a train carriage with beds in it 

c. get up late 

d. worry about something 

e. sleep or live outside 

f. a quiet place 

g. have sexual relations with 

h. what you sleep in when you go camping 

i. a simple ring you wear in your ear 

j. a bump in the road that forces cars to drive slower 

k. medication that you take to help you sleep 

l. someone who puts money into a business but doesn’t do any work 

m. a lazy or sleepy-looking person 

n. think about something before making a decision 

o. to recover from a hangover by sleeping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sleepy Films 

C. Here are the titles of eight films with the word sleep in the title. Can you match them with 

the leading actors and actresses in each film? 

 

1. Sleepless in Seattle                                                       a. Nicole Kidman and Colin Firth  

2. While You Were Sleeping                                            b. Sandra Bullock and Bill Pullman  

3. Before I Go To Sleep                                                     c. Johnny Depp and Christina Ricci  

4. The Big Sleep                                                          d. Woody Allen and Diane Keaton  

5. Sleeping Beauty                                                             e. Princess Aurora and Prince Phillip  

6. Sleeper                                                                             f. Julia Roberts and Patrick Bergin  

7. Sleepy Hollow                                                                 g. Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall  

8. Sleeping with the Enemy                                              h. Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks 

 

 

Activity 3 

Biology 

A. Match these words with their definitions.  

 

1.  life cycle                             A. characteristic 

2. observation                        B. from birth to death 

3. property                              C. develop an idea 

4. successor                             D. what you see 

5. formulate                            E. sb who follows 

6. pollen                                  F. a fine yellow powder found in flowers 

7. contribution                       G. sth given to help progress 

8. foundation                         H. what is passed down from one generation to the next 

9. treat                                     I. give medical help 

10. classify                                 J. process according to which only the strongest species survives 

11. inheritance                         K. academic 

12. natural selection               L. put into groups 

13. field                                      M. basic idea 

14. principle                              N. academic area 

15. advance                               O. improvement 

16. scholar                                 P. basis 

17. genetics                               Q. the study of how characteristics are passed from one 

                                                   generation to another     

 



B. Complete the sentences with words from the box. 

 

mammal     species       cell       environment         composition      threatened       adapt       diseases        
crops                         building blocks 

 

1. 1 Unfortunately, the growth of cities often means wildlife is ……..……. 

2. with extinction. 

3. 2 A ……..……. is an animal that feeds its babies milk. 

4. 3 Farmers that grow ……..……. like cereals and vegetables normally have to work very hard. 

5. 4 The smallest basic structural and functional unit of life is a ……..……. . 

6. 5 Serious illnesses are known as ……..……. . 

7. 6 What something is made of is its ……..……. . 

8. 7 It’s amazing how animals can ……..……. to changes in their living conditions. 

9. 8 There are many different ……..……. of butterfly. 

10. 9 Humankind’s actions have often had a negative effect on the ……..……. . 

11. 10 The most basic parts of something can be called ……..……… 

 

 

Activity 4 

Listen to / hear 

Note: When we want to say that sounds come to our ears, we use hear. Listen to suggests 

that we are concentrating, paying attention, trying to hear as well as possible. 

listen (to) / hear 

A. Close your eyes and listen to the noises around you. What can you hear: 

outside ___________________________________________________________________ 

in the room ________________________________________________________________ 

in the distance _____________________________________________________________ 

close by __________________________________________________________________ 

 

B. Do any of the sounds release any emotions in you? How do the sounds make you feel? 

Which sound or noise is: 



the most pleasant ___________________________________________________________ 

the most annoying __________________________________________________________ 

the loudest ________________________________________________________________ 

the quietest _______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

C. Fill the gaps with look at / watch / see. (You may need to change their form / tense. There 

may also be more than one possible answer.) 

In context: 

a. Suddenly I ______________________ a motorbike driving towards me. 

b. I can ______________________ him; he’s over there. 

c. Did you ______________________ the football match on TV yesterday evening? 

d. ______________________ this very carefully. What can you ______________________? 

e. He ______________________ her with tears in his eyes. 

f. ______________________ that man. I want to know what he’s doing. 

Uses: 

g. ______________________ is not deliberate. It may be accidental. We use this when visual 

impressions just come to our eyes. 

h. ______________________ is not usually used in the progressive (-ing) form. 

i. ______________________ suggests concentration or intention. 

j. ______________________ is like look at but suggests something is happening or going to 

happen. We ______________________ things change, move or develop. 

 

 

Activity 5 

Physical appearance 

A. Look at the words below. 

lanky stocky chubby well-built 

skinny petite slim overweight 

wiry curvy shapely slender 



 

Which of the following people could they be used to describe? 

a. a strong, thin man 

b. a small, thin woman 

c. a tall, thin man 

d. a small, fat, strong man 

e. an attractive woman with broad hips and a big bust 

f. a tall, thin woman 

 

B. Which of the phrases below suggest 

a. a slim, strong man  

b.  a big, fat man  

c.  an attractive man (in your opinion) 

 

He’s got a double chin  

He’s got a pot belly 

He’s got a beard and moustache 

 He’s bald 

He’s got sideburns  

He’s got slim hips and a narrow waist 

He’s broad-shouldered  

He’s got high cheekbones 

He’s got a six pack  

He’s long-legged 

 

C. What’s the difference between the following? 

 

a. a ponytail             a pigtail                    a goatee   

b. flat-chested         pigeon-chested       broad-chested  

c. bony                      big-boned                skin and bones   

d. handsome             gorgeous                 attractive   



e. hunky                     cute                          charming 

 

D. Read the descriptions of different people. Then complete the final sentence in the most 

appropriate way. 

a. When I last saw my brother, he was a long, lanky eighteen-year-old with scruffy, long hair 

and a thin moustache that looked silly. He was skinny and shy. But now, I’ve just returned from 

two years in America, and he’s absolutely gorgeous. He’s 

___________________________________. 

b. When he was young my dad was short, slim and wiry. He played rugby, and he was very fast 

and strong. But now, well, he’s put on a bit of weight, and he would best be described as 

________________________________. 

c. My friend Sara has always been a bit chubby, and over Christmas she ate lots of good food, 

and got depressed because she was really overweight. So she went on a crash diet, lost loads of 

weight, and started working out at the gym. She’s transformed. Now, she’s 

________________________________. 

 

 

Write a description of someone you know well, a friend or a relative, whose appearance has 

changed. What did they look like before, and what do they look like now? Why and how did 

they change? 

 

Activity 6 

Travel 

A. How would you define a traveller? Are you a traveller? Look at these different types of 

traveller. How would you define or describe them? 

a pilgrim                        a tourist                 a rambler            an emigrant 

a holiday-maker          a commuter          a hitchhiker        a yachtswoman 

a bus conductor           a motorcycle courier 

 

B. Match the types of traveller in the previous question to the descriptions below:  

 

a. She sails round the world single-handed in a catamaran. 



b. He goes sightseeing and takes lots of photos. 

c. She finally arrives at the holy place and approaches the icon. 

d. He left Britain in 1980 and has settled in Australia. 

e. He thumbs a lift. 

f. He delivers urgent letters and parcels to businesses in the city. 

g. Every Sunday, he walks ten miles or so for pleasure across hills and moors. 

h. This summer we’ve booked a lovely holiday hotel near the beach in the south of Spain. 

i. She catches the eight o’clock train every weekday morning. 

j. He sells tickets on the number 22. 

 

C. Which probably takes the longest? 

 

a. a boat trip              a channel crossing               a voyage            a cruise 

b. a stroll                     a trek                                      a hike                a walk 

c. an excursion           an expedition                       a journey          a trip 

d. strolling                   striding                                   dawdling          jogging 

e. a speedboat            a narrow boat                      a ferry               a hovercraft 

f. going as the crow flies       taking the scenic route        taking a short cut 

 

 

D. Which of the people describing themselves below are travellers, and which are tourists? 

1. I always go on all-inclusive package holidays, and stay in luxurious resorts. I prefer to book 

everything in advance. 

2. I’m very adventurous – a bit of an explorer really – I like to find my own way around new 

and unusual places. I like to get off the beaten track. 

3. I love backpacking around the world, travelling on a shoestring, staying in budget 

accommodation and meeting fellow globetrotters. 

Find phrases above which mean: 

a. Everything paid for before you go.  

b. Go places that most people don’t go to.   

c. Travel without spending much money.  

 

 

 



E. Look at the words below. They are all connected with ways of travelling. Match them to 

the different ways of travelling listed below: 

hiking                  flying                  swimming                cycling 

horse                  riding                  going by train 

 

a. saddle                gallop              rein                        hoof 

b. boots                 map                 compass                hills 

c. saddle                gears              handlebars             pedal 

d. crawl                 lengths            goggles                  breaststroke 

e. platform            ticket              timetable               carriage 

f. check in            luggage           runway                  departure lounge 

 

F. Put the correct verb of movement in each of the expressions below. Change the form if 

necessary: 

fly                 drive            sail 

1. 1 The cruise ship set ______________ for the Caribbean last Tuesday. 

2. 2 Time just ____________ by. Soon we had to leave. 

3. 3 What are you ____________ at? I can’t see your point. 

4. 4 Their youngest child is uncontrollable. He just ____________ into a rage at the slightest 

thing. 

5. 5 She’s so intelligent. She just ____________ through all her exams. 

6. 6 The long wait for news almost ____________ her out of her mind with worry. 

7. 7 John’s annoying behaviour is ____________ me mad. 

8. 8 Everything he says ____________ in the face of all common sense. If he comes to power, 

it will be a disaster. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Activity 7 

 

Ask students to search the words given and read the definitions with the examples. Then give 

them time to explore the different meaning and write their own examples. If time allows, ask 

students to read their examples to a partner and ask them to guess the meaning used in each 

sentence.  

 

To expand your vocabulary, look up other definitions in the Macmillan Online Dictionary:  

 Search the words given below. Read the definitions and the examples.  

 Explore the different meanings and write your own examples below.  

 Read your examples to a partner and ask them to guess the meaning used in each sentence.   

 

 

 

 

a. mundane  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

b. load 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

c. oblivion 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Activity 8 

Shopping 

You are going to read a text. Some words are missing. Use the words in brackets to form a 

word that fits into each gap.  

Shopping is one of the most popular spare time ________________ 1. (ACTIVE) . Magazines 

are full of pictures of celebrities ______________ 2. (LEAVE) exclusive boutiques, with armfuls 



of bags bearing distinctive designer logos. Millions of us head off at the weekend to shopping 

malls near city centres. For the _______________3.  (MAJOR) of shoppers , the biggest 

problems are finding somewhere to park or getting information from _________________ 4. 

(HELP) shop assistants. But for some, the love of shopping can lead to more serious problems . 

An estimated one in every five people is ______________5.  (ABLE) to keep their spending 

habits under control. Teenagers are twice as likely as adults to become compulsive shoppers . 

Experts who specialize in peoples’ shopping habits view it as an _________________6.  

(ADDICT) . However, they point out two important differences between shopaholism and 

other types of addictive ______________ 7. (BEHAVE) . Firstly, it is not taken 

________________ 8. (SERIOUS) by society, even though it can happen to anyone from any 

social background. Increasing numbers of men are seen going on uncontrollable shopping 

sprees, although, when asked, they refer to themselves as “collectors” rather than 

shopaholics. The second is that, unlike drugs, alcohol or gambling, shopping is socially 

_____________ 9. (ACCEPT) and therefore easily available. We are constantly bombarded with 

advertisements _______________10.  (PERSUADE) us to buy items we really don’t need. 

Doctors in the United States have prescribed anti-depressants to shopaholics who cannot stop 

themselves spending, despite already having enormous debts. In the UK 

_________________11.  (MEDICINE) experts prefer to send such people to places where they 

are taught money _________________ 12. (MANAGE). 

 

 

Activity 9 

 

Vocabulary sentence auction  

This activity works well for the whole class. In brief, you will auction sentences using previously 

studied vocabulary, and the students’ goal is to buy as many correct sentences as possible in 

the auction. For this activity, you will need paper money and a list with sentences to auction.  

The sentences can range from simple to complex depending on the level of your students, with 

key target vocabulary in capital letters, in boldface, or underlined. These sentences can be 

written on paper with one sheet given to each group of students, or the sentences could be 

written on a transparency and viewed on the board. Notice how the three sentences in the 

example work on a variety of levels of knowledge ranging from basic meanings to actual usage. 

 

Example: Vocabulary Sentence Auction 
 
1. An ITEM is a kind of rock. (definition/synonym) 



2. CLUMSY has a negative meaning. (basic meaning of word)  
3. He drank two BEETS before dinner. (sentence with usage)  
 

 

Give students a few minutes to study the list and decide the best items to bid on. It is important 

to explain before and during the auction that there is no penalty for buying wrong vocabulary 

sentences and that there is no credit for leftover money.  

The teacher starts the auction by asking for bids for item number 1. When the bidding appears 

to be nearing an end, announce, “OK, this group (point to group or say the student’s name) has 

bid (whatever the amount is). Are there any other bids?” If there are no other bids, slowly say 

“Going….. going…. Gone… Sold to (the group).” Give that group a piece of paper or a card with 

the sentence number on it, or write that information on the board.  

At the end of the auction, announce which sentences are correct. The winner is the group that 

has purchased the highest number of correct items. 

 

  

 

 Activity 10 

 

Scrambled vocabulary envelopes 

 

This activity provides practice with collocations. In this activity, students work in groups of three 

or four to rearrange sentence parts into correct sentences.  

Prepare a set of sentences that illustrate previously studied vocabulary in capital letters. Cut 

each sentence into pieces and put these pieces into an envelope. (For example, a sentence 

might be cut into three to five pieces.) Label this envelope as #1 and write the number of pieces 

on the outside of the envelope: “Envelope #1, 12 pieces.” This information does not indicate 

the number of sentences in the envelope. In the example below, the slash marks indicate 

possible places to cut the sentences. Notice that I have not used a capital letter for the first 

word or final punctuation. 

 

 

 



Example: Vocabulary Pieces for Envelope #1 
  
— during the review / SESSION yesterday, / the teacher 
CALLED / ON the sleeping student — 
he LET / THE CAT / OUT OF THE BAG / and ruined the 
SURPRISE / PARTY— 

people who / COMMIT / A CRIME often / END UP / in jail — 
 

For a class of fifteen who are working in five groups of three, you will need approximately eight 

to ten envelopes. For a larger class, you will need to prepare a proportionate number of 

additional envelopes.  

List the teams on the board in a grid with the envelope numbers at the top of the grid. Pass out 

the envelopes. Ask each team to first empty the contents of the envelope on their desk and 

verify that they have all the pieces. Then students try to reassemble the sentences. When they 

are finished, the teacher goes over to verify the sentences. The teacher only says “yes” or “no.” 

If yes, then that team puts all the pieces back in the envelope, gets a check mark on the board 

for that envelope number, and then takes another envelope. The winner is the team that 

completes the most envelopes in a given time period (set by the teacher beforehand). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Answer Key 

  

Activity 1  

Positive – passionate, trustworthy, patient, generous, committed, intelligent, warm, 

courageous, kind, organized, hard-working, caring, independent, trusting, loving, optimistic; 

Neutral – impulsive, competitive, unique, adventurous, sensitive, intense  

Negative – stubborn, stressed, temperamental, jealous, dull, intimidating.   

  

Activity 2  

A. 

Sleep expressions – get your beauty sleep, sleep like a log, get some shut-eye, have a kip, have 

a good night’s sleep, hibernate. A short sleep – a siesta, a doze, a nap, a lie-down, forty winks, a 

snooze. Fall asleep – doze off, drop off, nod off, go out like a light. Things you do when you’re 

asleep – snore, sleepwalk, dream, have a nightmare. Problems sleeping – toss and turn, 

insomnia, not sleep a wink.   

B. 

1. b; 2. k; 3. l; 4. h; 5. m; 6. f; 7. e; 8. i; 9. j; 10. a; 11. o; 12. c; 13. n; 14. g; 15. D 

C. 

1. h; 2. b; 3. a; 4. g; 5. e; 6. d; 7. c; 8. f 

 

Activity 3 

A. 

1. B 2. D 3. A 4. E 5. C 6. F 7. G 8. P 9. I 10. L 11. H 12. J 13. N 14. M 15. O 16. K 17. Q 

 

B. 

1. threatened                    6. composition 

2. mammal                        7. adapt 

3. crops                              8. species 

4. cell                                 9. environment 



5. diseases                       10. building blocks 

 

Activity 4  

A – Students’ own answers   

B - Students’ own answers   

C. 

a. Suddenly I saw a motorbike driving towards me. 

b. I can see him; he’s over there. 

c. Did you watch / see the football match on TV yesterday evening? 

d. Watch this very carefully. What can you see? 

e. He looked at / watched her with tears in his eyes. 

f. Watch that man. I want to know what he’s doing. 

g. See is not deliberate. It may be accidental. We use this when visual impressions just come 

to our eyes. 

h. See is not usually used in the progressive (-ing) form. 

i. Look at suggests concentration or intention. 

j. Watch is like look at but suggests something is happening or going to happen. We watch 

things change, move or develop. 

Activity 5 

A. 

a. a strong, thin man - wiry 

b. a small, thin woman - petite slim/skinny 

c. a tall, thin man - lanky slim/skinny 

d. a small, fat, strong man stocky - well-built, chubby, overweight 

(though these words don’t necessarily suggest strength) 

e. an attractive woman with broad hips and a big bust - curvy, shapely 

f. a tall, thin woman - slim/skinny slender 

B. 

a. He’s got slim hips and a narrow waist, He’s broad-shouldered, He’s got a six pack, He’s long-

legged. 



b. He’s got a double chin, He’s got a pot belly 

c. The students’ own ideas. However, the phrases in a. and He’s got high cheekbones are 

usually considered attractive. 

C. 

a. a ponytail = long hair tied at the back a pigtail = hair tied at the side of the head (usually by 

young girls) a goatee = a beard on the chin only 

b. flat-chested = used to describe a woman with small breasts pigeon-chested = used to 

describe a man with a narrow, weak chest broad-chested = used to describe a man with a 

wide, strong chest 

c. bony = describes a part of the body on a thin person where you can feel the bone, e.g. a 

bony elbow. big-boned = used to describe a person with a naturally large frame skin and 

bones = an expression to describe someone who is very thin 

d. handsome usually describes men, gorgeous means very attractive, attractive is a general 

word. 

e. hunky = an informal way to describe a strong, attractive man cute = very attractive – used 

to describe young children , but also used by young women to describe young men they find 

attractive, (especially in American English). charming = used to describe a man who is polite 

and attractive in the way he behaves 

D. 

Students’ own answers. 

 

Activity 6 

A. 

1. Someone who is travelling or often travels. 

2. Someone who does not have a permanent home and travels from one place to another. 

 

B. 

a. a yachtswoman b. a tourist c. a pilgrim d. an emigrant 

e. a hitchhiker f. a motorcycle courier g. a rambler 

h. a holiday-maker i. a commuter j. a bus conductor 

 



C. 

a. a voyage b. a trek c. an expedition 

d. dawdling e. a narrow boat f. taking the scenic route 

D. 

The first example is a tourist. The second and third examples are travellers. 

a. all-inclusive b. get off the beaten track. c. travelling on a shoestring 

E. 

a. horse riding b. hiking c. cycling 

d. swimming e. going by train f. flying 

F. 

1. 1 The cruise ship set sail for the Caribbean last Tuesday. 

2. 2 Time just flew by. Soon we had to leave. 

3. 3 What are driving at? I can’t see your point. 

4. 4 Their youngest child is uncontrollable. He just flew into a rage at the slightest thing. 

5. 5 She’s so intelligent. She just sailed through all her exams. 

6. 6 The long wait for news almost drove her out of her mind with worry. 

7. 7 John’s annoying behaviour is driving me mad. 

8. 8 Everything he says flew in the face of all common sense. If he comes to power, it will be a 

disaster. 

 

Activity 8 

1. activities; 2. leaving; 3. majority; 4. unhelpful; 5. unable; 6. addiction; 7. behavior; 8. seriously 

9. acceptable; 10. persuading; 11. medical; 12. management   

 

Activity 9 

Example answers: 1. incorrect; 2. correct; 3. incorrect 

 

Activity 10 

Example answer:  



“During the review session yesterday, the teacher called on the sleeping student. He let the cat 

out of the bag and ruined the surprise party. People who commit a crime often end up in jail.” 

 


